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12-CIRCUIT GMC/CHEVY TRUCK HARNESS
#10112

#10112 - Designed for use on 1963-66 GM/Chevy pickups.
This 12-circuit kit includes the following connectors preterminated to the harness:Wiper motor, dimmer switch, brake
switch, wiper switch, headlight switch, horn, dash light sockets
and warning light sockets. Kit also includes alternator pigtail
with connector installed. Will work with single or dual dash
turn signal indicator.

18-CIRCUIT GMC/CHEVY TRUCK HARNESS

#10206

#10206 -1967-72 Chevy/GMC Trucks, Blazers and Suburbans
#10205 -1973-87Chevy/GMC Trucks, Blazers and Suburbans
By adding a factory-style bulkhead connector and additional
GM connectors we made our universal harness a custom fit for
these popular GM/Chevy trucks. Nothing could make re-wiring
your truck any easier. For 2X4 & 4X4 trucks.
(For 1967-72 GM trucks with factory a/c requires use of #30901
a/c harness. For courtesy lights use kit #30708)

12 Circuit Harnesses Include: Air Conditioning, Heat,
Brake Lights, Ignition, Horn, Electric Fan, Emergency
Flashers, Dash Instruments, Headlights, Radio (constant and ignition hot), Turn Signals, Wipers, Dome
Light, Tail Lights, Backup Lights, Third Brake Light,
Charging, Electric Choke and Starting.
18 Circuit Harness Adds Circuits For These Accessories:
Power Door Locks, Power Windows, Accessory Plug,
Electric Fuel Pump, Backup Lights /Cruise Control, and
Power Antenna.

GM KEYED STEERING COLUMN
UNIVERSAL TRUCK HARNESSES
#10103

#10103 - 12-Circuit harness kit
#10203 - 18-Circuit harness kit
Use in just about any pickup where basic-or-more wiring is
needed. Ample wire lengths make this kit especially suited
for trucks with long beds and extended cabs. This kit
includes GM (column mounted) ignition switch plug and the
GM (column mounted) turn signal switch plug pre-terminated
and ready to install.

UNIVERSAL TRUCK HARNESSES
#10104 - 12-Circuit harness kit
#10204 - 18-Circuit harness kit
Can be used in just about any pickup where basic-or-more
wiring is needed. Ample wire lengths make this kit especially suited for everything including trucks with long beds and
extended cabs.
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